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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we present the FC direct trust value-based decision 
making methodology, for making direct trust value based 
decisions regarding interactions in (a) a given context and during 
the current time slot, and (b) a given context and at a future time 
slot. The direct trust value-based decision making methodology 
models the context specific nature of trust and the dynamic nature 
of trust to make direct trust value-based decisions regarding 
interactions. Additionally in this paper, we present the FC 
reputation-based trust decision making methodology, for making 
reputation-based trust decisions regarding interactions, if direct 
trust value-based decisions cannot be made. The FC reputation
based trust decision making methodology can make reputation
based trust decisions regarding interactions in (a) a given context 
and during the current time slot, and (b) a given context and at a 
future time slot. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
E.m [MISCELLANEOUS]: Trust, 1.2 [Distributed Artificial 
Intelligence]: Intelligent agents, Multiagent systems, K.I 
[THECOMPUTER INDUSTRY]: Suppliers. 

General Terms 
Algorithms, Measurement, Performance, Design, Reliability, and 
Experimentation. 

Keywords 
Trust, Reputation, Prediction, Dynamic Nature of Trust, Dynamic 
Nature of Reputation, Markov Model, Dynamic Models 

1. 	 INTRODUCTION 
I t is possible that a given entity has access to previous 'n' 
reputation values for another entity corresponding to 'n' 
consecutive time slots, as shown below in Figure I. In this case, it 
would be useful to utilize the previous reputation values to predict 
future reputation value of the trusted entity, since the reputation 
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values may change over time, The reasons that the reputation 
values vary over time slots are as follows: 

\, 	 The behaviour of the trusted entity in question varies over 
the time slots. 

2. 	 Corresponding to the change in the behaviour of the trusted 
entity, the trustworthiness values assigned to it by other 
agents who have interacted with it in different time slots have 
varied. 

3. 	 Since the reputation value of the entity in a given time slot, is 
the combination of the trustworthiness values assigned by the 
third party recommendation agents to the trusted entity who 
have interacted with it in that time slot, corresponding to the 
change in the behaviour of the entity over different time 
slots, its reputation value too has varied over the time slots. 

Reputation 

Value 


N 	 N+1 N+2N=1 	 N=2 Time Slot 

Figure I, Reputation values of an entity over a sequence of 
time slots 

The change in the behaviour of the trusted entity could be due to 
several sources, as listed below [I]: 

(a) 	 The service provider may provide different quality of service 
depending on the load being experienced at a particular time. 
A similar argument could also be applied to the product 
manu facturer. 

(b) 	 There could be a change of management or a change of 
policy in the provision of the service by the service provider, 
resulting in a change in the quality of the provided service. A 



similar argument could also be applied to the product 
manufacturer. 

(c) 	 It is possible that the quality of service provided by a given 
service provider slowly deteriorates over time. A similar 
argument could be applied to the quality of product 
engineered by a product manufacturer. 

It is possible that the service provider is engaging in cycl ical fraud 
by periodically providing services of lower quality. A similar 
argument could be applied to the product manufacturer. In this 
paper, we explain the working of our proposed prediction method 
by explaining the process of predicting the future reputation value 
of an entity. It is, however, important to note here that the 
prediction method can be used to determine the future 
trustworthiness value of an entity as well in order to make direct 
trust value based decisions regarding interactions. The process of 
predicting the future reputation value of an entity is more complex 
than the process of determining the future trustworthiness value of 
an entity and hence, in this paper, we explain process of 
predicting the future reputation value of an entity. 

In the existing literature there are various approaches that model 
trust and reputation from various perspectives [2-21]. However, 
the major shortcoming of these proposed methods in the literature 
is that a significant majority of them treat both trust and reputation 
as static variables. However as is clearly evident from the above 
discussion, trust and reputation are dynamic variables and we 
need to mathematically model them as such. In particular the 
existing literature does not propose any method for predicting the 
future trust values or reputation values, based on the past values. 
In Section 2, we present an overview of the Fe direct trust value
based decision making methodology. This is a comprehensive 
methodology that can be used for context-based trust decision 
making both at a current time slot and at a future time slot. In 
Section 3, we present an overview of the Fe reputation-based 
trust decision making methodology. Additionally, from Section 4
Section 7, we present and discuss the mathematical working of 
these methodologies in detail. In Section 8, we describe the 
simulation set up that we have used for validation purposes. In 
Section 9, the results are presented. Finally, Section 10 concludes 
the paper. 

2. FC DIRECT TRUST VALUE-BASED 
DECISION MAKING METHODOLOGY 
In this section, we propose the Fe direct trust value-based 
decision making methodology, by which the trusting agent can 
make direct trust value-based decision of interactions with a given 
trusted entity, by taking into account both the dynamic nature of 
trust and the context specific nature of trust. The proposed Fe 
direct trust value-based decision making methodolOgy can: 

I. 	 Make direct trust value-based decisions regarding 
interactions in a given context and during the current time 
slot, (and) 

2. 	 Make direct trust value-based decisions regarding 
interactions in a given context and during a future time slot 
by predicting the context specific and time slot specific 
trustworthiness value ofan entity. 

2.1 FC Direct Trust Value-based Decision 
Making Methodology in a given context and 
current time slot 
If the trusting agent intends to make a trust-based decision of 
interaction with a trusted entity. in a given context and during the 
current time slot, then the first step is to determine whether it has 
knowledge about the context specific and current time slot 
specific trustworthiness value of the trusted entity. If that is the 
case, then the trusting agent can make a direct trust value-based 
decision regarding interaction based on the context specific and 
current time slot specific trustworthiness value of the trusted 
entity. 

In case the trusting agent does not have knowledge about the 
context specific and current time slot specific trustworthiness 
value of the trusted entity, it then makes use ofthe trustworthiness 
values of the trusted entity in time slots prior to the current time 
slot and in the given context, to determine the trustworthiness 
value during the current time slot. Assuming that the trusting 
agent has knowledge about the trustworthiness values of the 
trusted entity in the given context, and in at least half the time 
slots in the time space, it can make use of the prediction methods 
proposed in this paper, to determine the current trustworthiness 
value of the trusted entity and subsequently make a direct trust 
value-based decision of interaction, based on the trustworthiness 
value. 

However, if that is not the case, then the trusting agent needs to 
determine the context speCific and current time slot specific 
reputation value of the trusted entity in order to make a 
reputation-based trust decision regarding interaction. In Section 
3.1, we propose the Fe reputation-based trust modelling 
methodology for making context specific and current time slot 
specific reputation-based trust decisions regarding interactions. 

2.2 FC Direct Trust Value-based Decision 
Making Methodology in a given context and 
future time slot 
If the trusting agent intends to make a trust-based decision 
regarding interaction with the trusted entity, in a given context 
and at a future time slot, then the first step it needs to do is to 
determine if it has knowledge about the context specific 
trustworthiness values of the trusted entity in at least half the time 
slots with in the time space. If that is the case then the trusting 
agent makes use of the prediction methods proposed in this paper 
to predict the future trustworthiness value of the trusted entity and 
subsequently make a direct trust value-based decision regarding 
interaction based on the predicted trustworthiness value. 

In case then the trusting agent does not have knowledge of the 
context specific trustworthiness values of the trusted entity in at 
least half of the time slots with in the time space, then it needs to 
determine the reputation value(s) of the trusted entity in those 
time slots (time slots in which it does not have knowledge about 
direct trust value) and subsequently it makes use of the prediction 
methods, to make a trust-based decision regarding interaction. 



3. FC REPUTATION·BASED TRUST 
DECISION MAKING METHODOLOGY 
In this section, we introduce the Fe reputation-based trust 
decision making methodology, which is a mathematical means of 
modelling both the dynamic nature of reputation and context 
specific nature ofreputation when making a reputation-based trust 
decision of interaction. The proposed Fe reputation-based trust 
decision making methodology can: 

I) 	 Determine the reputation value ofan entity in a given context 
and during the current time slot, in order to make a 
reputation-based trust decision regarding interaction, if a 
direct trust value-based decision of interaction in the given 
context and during the current time slot cannot be made; 
(and) 

2) 	 Predict the reputation value of an entity in a given context 
and at a future time slot, in order to make a reputation-based 
trust decision regarding interaction, if a direct trust value
based decision of interaction in the given context and the 
future time slot cannot be made. 

The proposed method of predicting the future reputation value of 
an entity is a modified version of the Markov model which is 
widely used to make weather predictions, power load predictions 
etc. The motivation for predicting the future reputation value of an 
entity based on the Markov model is as follows [I]: 

I) 	 The Markov model is a mathematical model and hence has 
its roots in a mathematical theory rather than being an ad-hoc 
formulation, like the decay based approach. 

2) 	 The Markov model can be seamlessly used to model the 
changes in the reputation values or trustworthiness values of 
an entity over time. 

3) 	 The Markov model has been a well tested and widely applied 
theory about making predictions, in various fields 

In the next section, we discuss in detail our proposed Fe 
reputation-based trust modelling methodology by which a given 
trusting agent can make a reputation-based trust decision 
regarding interaction with a given trusted entity in a given context 
and during the current time slot. In Section 3.2, we discuss our 
proposed methodology by which a given trusting agent can make 
a reputation-based trust decision regarding interaction with a 
given trusted entity in a given context and at a time slot in the 
future. 

In the case where the trusting agent does not have knowledge of 
the context specific trustworthiness values of the trusted entity in 
any of the time slots within the time space, then it needs to 
determine the reputation values of the trusted entity in all the time 
slots in the time space and subsequently it makes use of the 
prediction method (proposed in Section 3.2), to make a reputation 
trust-based decision regarding interaction. 

3.1 FC Reputation-based Trust Decision 
Making Methodology in a given context and at 
the current time slot 
In our proposed Fe reputation-based trust decision making 
methodology, if a given trusting agent intends to make a 
reputation-based trust decision of interaction with a given trusted 
entity, in a given context and at the current time slot, then the first 
step it needs to take is to issue a reputation query for the trusted 

entity in question. Once a reputation query has been issued, the 
trusting agent, takes up the role of the reputation querying agent 
and the trusted entity takes up the role of the reputation queried 
entity. We propose that the reputation query in this case should 
contain the following: 

I) the identity of the reputation queried entity; (and) 
2) the context in which the reputation querying agent intends to 

make the reputation-based trust decision regarding 
interaction with the reputation queried entity; (and) 

3) the current time slot during which the reputation querying 
agent intends to make the reputation-based trust decision 
regarding interaction with the reputation queried entity. The 
current time slot is specified by specifYing the time spot from 
which it starts and the time spot when it ends. 

The third party recommendation agent(s), on receipt of the 
reputation query, communicate recommendation(s) about the 
reputation queried entity. The recommendation(s) communicated 
by the third part recommendation agent(s), would correspond to 
the trustworthiness value(s) assigned by the third party 
recommendation agent(s) to the reputation queried entity in the 
context and time slot specified in the reputation query. The replies 
from the third party recommendation agents are additionally 
qualified by the time spot of their interaction. 

The reputation querying agent collects the recommendation(s) 
from different third party recommendation agent(s). It then weeds 
out those recommendation(s) which do not fall within the 
specified time slot (if any). It then uses the witness 
trustworthiness value of the third party recommendation agent(s) 
to weed out recommendation(s) from the untrustworthy known 
agent(s). It then combines the recommendation(s) obtained from 
trustworthy known agent(s) and the unknown agent(s) using the 
following Equation I to determine the reputation queried entities 
reputation value at the current time slot. 

K 	 ' 
Reputation(m,A)= t;.WTV(i) 0 (Recommendalion{m.i,A,t])yK

( 

+ jJ" (2.
L 

Recommendations[m, j, A,I])I L 
1"") 

..... Equation I 

Where, 

• 	 K and L are the number of trustworthy known agents and 
unknown agents, respectively, in current time slot (say N); 

• 	 A, denotes the context in which the reputation querying agent 
is determining the reputation value of the reputation queried 
entity; 

• 	 m, denotes the reputation queried entity; 
• 	 Reputation (m, A), is the computed reputation value of the 

reputation queried entity 'm' in context 'A'. The domain of 
the computed reputation value is between reputation level I 
and reputation level 6; 

• 	 Recommendation {m,i,A,t}, is the recommendation from the 
third party recommendation agent 'i', about the reputation 
queried entity 'm', when they interacted with each other at 
time spot 'I' and in context' A'; 



• 	 WTV (i), represents the witness trustworthiness value of third 
party recommendation agent 'i', as perceived by the 
reputation querying agent. 

• 	 0, is an operator that adjusts the recommendations 
communicated by a given third part recommendation agent 
with its witness trustworthiness value. We henceforth call 
this operator as the Recommendalion Ac(juslmenl Operator. 
The algebra for this operator would be discussed is not 
described in this paper due to space constraints 

~, is a weighting factor, which gives an appropriate weighting to 
the recommendations communicated by the unknown agents. We 
have fixed ~ to 0.2. The first term in Equation I, adjusts all the 
recommendation(s) from the trustworthy known agent(s) by the 
witness truStworthiness value of the third party recol1l11rendation 
agent communicating the recommendation and subsequently 
aggregates all the adjusted recommendation(s) from the trustworthy 
known agents. The second term aggregates the recommendations 
from the unknown agents. Since the reputation querying agent does 
not have any previous experience of soliciting recommendations 
from the unknown agents, it cannot discard their recommendations 
as untrustworthy recommendations. Neither can it assign the same 
weight to the recommendations communicated by unknown agents 
as it does to the recommendations communicated by trustworthy 
known agents. The factor ~ is used to weight the aggregated value of 
the recommendations from the unknown agents appropriately. 

It may be the case that the reputation querying agent is unable to 
determine the reputation value of the reputation queried entity 
during the current time slot because: 
• 	 It obtained no recommendations about the reputation queried 

entity from the third party recommendation agents. As a 
result the computed repute value is O. 

• 	 It obtained recommendations about the reputation queried 
entity from the third party recommendation agents but all of 
these were from untrustworthy known agents. As a result, the 
computed repute value is O. 

In order to address this scenario, the reputation querying agent 
needs to determine the reputation value of the reputation queried 
entity, in all the time slots excluding the current time slot and 
excluding the time slots for which it has knowledge about the 
direct trust value of the reputation queried entity. Subsequently, it 
makes use of the prediction method (proposed in the next 
section), to make a trust-based decision of interaction. 

3.2 Fe Reputation-based Trust Decision 
Making Methodology in a given context and at 
a future time slot 
fn this section, we present the working of our prediction method, 
for predicting the future reputation value of a given entity. We 
explain the working of our proposed prediction method for 
predicting the future reputation value of an entity, because the 
process involved in predicting the future reputation value of an 
entity is more complex than the process of predicting the future 
trustworthiness value of an entity. Predicting the future reputation 
value of an entity involves determining its reputation values in the 
previous time slots and then making use of the prediction method. 
On the contrary, predicting the future trustworthiness value of an 
entity involves just making use of the prediction method proposed 
in this section. 

The steps involved in the prediction of the future reputation value 
of an entity are as follows: 
L Issue a reputation query about the trusted entity. The format 

of the reputation query issued to make a reputation-based 
trust decision regarding interaction in a future time slot, is 
explained in Section 3.3. 

2. 	 Construct the reputation series. This is explained in Section 
3.4. 

3. 	 Determine if the reputation series is a 'stationary reputation 
series' or a 'non-stationary reputation series'. The definitions 
of the terms 'stationary reputation series' and 'non-stationary 
reputation series' are explained in Section 3.5 along with the 
method of classiiYing a given reputation series into one of 
these two types. 

4. 	 If the reputation series is a stationary reputation series, then 
predict the future reputation value by making use of a 
modified version of the Markov model. Subsequently make a 
reputation-based trust decision regarding interaction based 
on the predicted reputation value. This is explained in 
Section 4. 

5. 	 If the reputation series is non-stationary, then it may either be 
seasonal or trend or noisy. In case of a non-stationary 
reputation series, the reputation querying agent first needs to 
determine if the reputation series is a seasonal reputation 
series. We formally define the term 'seasonal reputation 
series' in Section 3.5. In this paper, for simplicity purposes 
we assume that a reputation series can be either seasonal or 
can have trend in it but not both. However, the method can 
be extended to the case where a reputation series has both 
seasonal components and varying trends. If a reputation 
series cannot be classified as a seasonal reputation series or 
trend reputation series, then we treat that reputation series as 
a noisy reputation series. In the case of seasonal reputation 
series, the reputation querying agent makes a pred iction of 
the future reputation value of the reputation series, while 
accounting for the seasonal ity present in the reputation 
series. This is explained in Section 5. 

6. 	 If the reputation series is neither stationary nor seasonal, then 
the reputation querying agent needs to determine whether it 
is a trend reputation series. We formally define the term 
'trend reputation series' in Section 3.6. If the reputation 
series is a trend reputation series, then the reputation 
querying agent needs to carry out trend component analysis 
and make a prediction about the reputation value in a future 
time slot accounting for the trend. This is explained in 
Section 6. 

7. 	 I f the reputation series is non-stationary and does not have 
seasonal variations and trend, then the reputation series is a 
random reputation series. We formally define the term 
'random reputation series' in Section 7. In this case, the 
reputation querying agent needs to make a prediction about 
the reputation value in a future time slot accounting for the 
noise in the reputation series. This is explained in Section 7. 

If a given trusting agent is predicting the future trustworthiness 
value of an entity, then it needs to carry Qut steps 3-7. 

3.3 Issue a reputation query about the trusted 
entity 
The first step in the FC reputation-based trust decision making 
methodology for predicting the reputation value in a given context 



at a future time slot is for the trusting agent to issue a reputation 
query about the trusted entity. The contents of the reputation 
query in this case are, however, different from the one specified in 
the last section. Apart from the identity of the reputation queried 
entity and the context in which the reputation querying agent 
intends make a reputation-based trust decision regarding 
interaction, the reputation query should in this case contain the 
time space based on which the reputation querying agent intends 
to determine the future reputation value of the reputation queried 
entity. The time space represents the whole duration of time over 
which the reputation querying agent wishes to track the reputation 
value of the reputation queried entity in order to determine its 
future reputation value. The time space is specified in the 
reputation query by specifYing the time spot from which it starts 
and the time spot when it ends. 

The third party recommendation agent(s) on receipt of the reputation 
query communicate recommendation(s) about the reputation queried 
entity, qualified by the time spot of their interaction with the 
reputation queried entity. 

3.4 Construct the reputation series 
The second step in the FC reputation-based trust decision making 
methodOlogy for predicting the reputation value in a given context 
and at a future time slot is to construct the reputation series. We 
define reputation series as a sequence of reputation values of 
given entity in a given context corresponding to a sequence of 
time slots [I]. 

In order to construct the reputation series, the reputation querying 
agent, on receipt of the recommendation(s) from the third party 
recommendation agent(s) classifies them into different time slots 
according to the time spot of the interaction, specified in the 
recommendation. From the recommendations classified into each 
time slot, the reputation querying agent then weeds out the 
recommendations from untrustworthy known agent(s) and 
subsequently aggregates the recommendations from the 
trustworthy known agent(s) and unknown agent(s) in each time 
slot according to the following formulae: 

Repulalion(m, A, N)={tWTVO) () (ReCOmmendatiOn[m.i.A.t])} K 

L 

+P*(LRecommendations[m,J, A,I])! L 
i""l 

..... Equation 2 

Equation 2 is similar to Equation I with the only exception being 
the parameter 'N' on the left hand side of the equation, which is 
used to denote a given time slot. 

As a result of applying the above process, the reputation querying 
agent would have a sequence of reputation values of the 
reputation queried entity in a given context and corresponding to 
a sequence of time slots. Mathematically, the reputation series 
belonging to an entity A over 'M' consecutive time slots can be 
represented as follows: 

..... Equation 3 

Once the reputation querying agent has determined the reputation 
series of the reputation queried entity, for objective and accurate 
prediction of the future reputation value, it determines whether the 
reputation series can be classified as a stationary reputation series 
or a non-stationary reputation series. 

3.5 Classify the reputation series as stationary 
or non-stationary 
We define a stationary reputation series as a reputation series in 
which all the reputation values are exactly same. We define a non
stationary reputation series as a reputation series in which at least 
one reputation value differs from the other reputation values in the 
reputation series. 

The objective of carrying out the above analysis is to determine 
whether or not the reputation queried entity has been maintaining 
a given level of reputation, consistently over time. If the 
reputation series of a reputation queried entity is stationary, then 
the future reputation val ue can be predicted by taking into account 
the stationary property of the reputation series. In the next section, 
we propose a method to classifY a reputation series as stationary 
reputation series or non-stationary reputation series 

The reputation querying agent needs to carry out the following 
steps in order to classifY a given reputation series as being either a 
stationary reputation series or non-stationary reputation series: 
I. 	 Fit a line over the whole reputation series using linear 

regression method. 
2. 	 Compute the gradient of the fitted line. 
3. 	 I f the gradient of the line fitted over the reputation series is 0, 

then the reputation series can be classified as a stationary 
reputation series. In case of a stationary reputation series, the 
reputation querying agent can directly predict the future 
reputation value, using the method proposed in Section 4. 

4. 	 However, if the gradient of the line fitted over the reputation 
series is not equal to 0, then the reputation series can be 
classified as a non-stationary reputation series and further 
analysis needs to be carried out to determine if the variations 
of the reputation values in the reputation series can be 
classified as being seasonal or trend or noise and predict the 
future reputation value accounting for the particular 
variation. 

3.6 Classify the non-stationary reputation 
series as seasonal or trend or noisy 
If the reputation values in the reputation series are varying over 
time, we classifY it as a non-stationary reputation series. The 
variations could take many forms, outlined below, each of which 
would require different methods to determine the specific 
variation and predict the future reputation value while accounting 
for the specific variation. 

The variations could indicate a recurring regular pattern also 
termed as seasonality variation in the reputation series [I]. If this 
is the case, then the future reputation value should be predicted 
while accounting for the seasonality variation. We define a 
seasonal variation as the occurrence of either a peak reputation 
value(s) or a low reputation value(s) or both, recurring at regular 
intervals of time within a reputation series. We define a peak 
reputation value in a reputation series as an increase in the 
reputation value relative to the immediately previous reputation 



value (prior to the increase) possibly maintaining the increase in 
reputation value for mUltiple time 810t(s) and then retuming back 
to the reputation value prior to the occurrence of the increase. We 
define a low reputation value as a decrease in the reputation value 
relative to the irrunediately previous reputation value possibly 
maintaining the decrease in reputation value for multiple time 
slot(s) and then retuming to the reputation value prior to the 
occurrence of the decrease. It should be noted that a given 
reputation series, exhibiting seasonal variations, could have just 
peak reputation values(s) or low reputation values(s) or both. We 
define a seasonal reputation series as a reputation series that has 
seasonal variations in it. The assumptions that we make about the 
seasonality variations should be noted: 
I. 	 The peak (and/or) the low reputation value(s) should occur at 

regular intervals of time within a given reputation series, in 
order for it to quaJi fY as seasonal variations. 

2. 	 The peak (and/or) the low reputation value(s) occurring 
within a given reputation series at regular intervals of time 
should be ofthe same value. 

In Section 5, we propose an algorithm to determine seasonality 
variations in the reputation series ifthey exist and predict a future 
reputation value, while accounting for the seasonality variations in 
the reputation series. 

In contrast, the variations could indicate a regular downward or 
upward movement of reputation values also termed as trend in the 
reputation series. We define trend variations as either a decrease or 
an increase in the reputation values in a reputation series over a 
sequence of time slots by some amount It should be noted that in 
contrast to seasonality variations, where the reputation values either 
increase or decrease by a specific amount and then return to the 
reputation value previous to the increase or decrease, in trend, the 
reputation values either keep on increasing by some amount or keep 
on decreasing by some amount. If the amount of decrease or the 
amount of increase from one time slot to the next time slot is the 
same over the whole reputation series, then we could fit the 
reputation series by a linear line with goodness of fit equal to one. 
For simplicity purposes, we will make this assumption here, but 
there is no difficulty in using the polynomial curve in its place. We 
defme a trend reputation series as one that has trend variations in it. 

If this is the case, then the future reputation value should be 
predicted while accounting for the trend. In Section 6, we propose 
an algorithm to determine whether the trend in the reputation 
series exists, and predict a future reputation value, while 
accounting for the trend in the reputation series. 

I f the variations carmot be explained or classified as being 
seasonal variations or trend variations, then the reputation series 
is random or noisy. We define a noisy reputation series as a 
sequence of reputation values without any regular recurring 
pattern or trend. In this case, the future reputation value should be 
predicted while accounting for the noise in the reputation series. 
We propose an algorithm to determine the noise in the reputation 
series and predict a future reputation val ue, while accounting for 
the noise, in Section 7. 

4. PREDICTING FUTURE REPUTATION 
VALUE IF THE REPUTATION SERIES IS 
STATIONARY 
If the reputation series is stationary, then the process of 
determining the future reputation value, and making a reputation
based trust decision based on the predicted reputation value, is 
straightforward and will be based on a discrete time Markov 
process which is in the steady state. The steps involved in 
predicting the future reputation value when the reputation series is 
stationary are as folIows [I): 

1. Construct the transition matrix from the reputation series. 
2, Construct the current state vector from the reputation series, 
3, Determine the future state vector of the reputation series 

from the current state vector and the transition matrix 
4. 	 Determine the reputation value at the future time slot using the 

future state vector and make a reputation-based trust decision 
of interaction based on the predicted reputation value. 

In this section, we explain each of these steps in sequential order. 

4.1 Constructing the Transition Matrix - T 
from the reputation series 
We define a transition matrix as a means to capture and denote 
the probability of the reputation of an entity transiting from one 
reputation level to another on the basis of its past behavior [I J. It 
should be noted here that the past behavior of a given entity is 
captured using the reputation series. To determine the probability 
of an entity transiting from reputation level I to reputation level 2, 
we find the ratio between the number of times that the entity has 
transited from reputation level I to reputation level 2 and the total 
number of times it has transited from reputation level I to any 
other reputation level in the reputation series. Mathematically, the 
probability of the reputation level of an entity transiting from level 
i to level j is shown in Equation 4 below: 

nij
Py(IN) =

ni 

Equation 4 

Where, ny is the total number of transitions from i th reputation 

level to the j th reputation level and 

Equation 5 

It should be noted that Lj Py = I. The transition matrix T, 

would be a 6 x 6 matrix with rows of the matrix corresponding to 
the reputation level at time slot 'P' and columns corresponding to 
the reputation level at time slot 'P + I' ofa given entity. An element 
in the matrix denotes the probability of that entity transiting from the 
reputation level corresponding to the row in which the element 
occurs, to the reputation level corresponding to the column in which 
the element occurs, over a sequence of consecutive time slots. The 
number of rov,'S and columns in the transition matrix are fixed at 6, 
each corresponding to the six different possible levels of reputation 
as discussed in Chang et al. [I). 



Mathematically the elements of the transition matrix are 
represented as follows: 

i, j 1, ....,6 
Equation 6 

Where, 6 is the number of reputation levels, as explained earlier. 

4.2 Constructing Current State Vector-C 
from the reputation series 
In order to denote or model or represent the reputation value of 
the reputation queried entity at the current time slot (denoted as 
'N'), we propose the concept of a current state vector. We define 
the current state vector ofa reputation queried entity as the vector 
that models and represents the reputation value of the reputation 
queried entity at the current time slot. 

The current state vector shows the reputation queried entities 
reputation value at the time slot N. It will be a I x 6 matrix, since 
there are six different possible reputation levels that a given 
reputation queried entity could be at during the current time slot. 
Mathematically, the current state vector is represented as follows: 

Equation 7 

We represent a given reputation queried entity's current state 
vector using Equation 7, denoting it with a I corresponding to the 
reputation value of an entity at the time slot N and all the other 
reputation levels are denoted with O. 

4.3 Constructing the Future State Vector- F 
Once the reputation querying agent has determined the transition 
matrix and the current state vector for the reputation queried 
entity, it is now in a position to determine the future probable 
reputation value of the reputation queried entity at time slot 
'N+I'. In order to do so, the reputation querying agent mUltiples 
the transition matrix (T) of the reputation queried entity with its 
current state vector (C) to determine its future state vector (Fl. 

The computed future state vector denotes the probabilities of the 
reputation queried entity behaving with a reputation level i at time 
slot 'N+I'. Mathematically, we denote the future state vector ofa 
given reputation queried entity as follows: 

...Equation 8 

Where, 

F is the future state vector; (and) 

fl. f2. f). f4• f5 and f6 denote the probability of the trusted entity 

having a trustworthiness value or reputation value of'I', '2', '3', 

'4', '5' and '6' respectively. 


Mathematically, the future state vector F can be obtained with: 

F=CxT. 
....Equation 9 

From the future state vector, the reputation queried entity's future 
reputation value (at time slot 'N+ I ') is determined as that 
reputation level to which the reputation queried entity has the 
highest probability of transiting. 

In our proposed reputation-based trust decision making 
methodology, the reputation querying agent decides to go ahead 
and interact with the reputation queried entity only if the 
reputation queried entity's computed future reputation level is 2: 5. 
A threshold reputation level of 5 is chosen because, a reputation 
level 5 and reputation level 6 correspond to 'good reputation' and 
'very good reputation respectively', which means that the trusted 
entity can be interacted with. Reputation levels 1, 2, 3 and 4 
however, suggest otherwise. Once the reputation-based trust 
decision of interaction has been made and the reputation querying 
agent has chosen an entity for interaction, the reputation querying 
agent then takes up the role of the trusting agent and the chosen 
reputation queried entity takes up the role of the trusted entity. 

5. PREDICTING FUTURE REPUTATION 
VALUE IF THE REPUTATION SERIES 
HAS SEASONALITY VARIATIONS 
In our proposed methodology, if the gradient of the linear line 
fitted over the reputation series is not equal to zero (which means 
that the reputation series is a non-stationary reputation series) then 
the reputation querying agent first needs to carry out a test to 
determine whether the reputation series has sea~onal variations in 
it. 

We propose an algorithm that is basically a pattern recognition 
algorithm over the reputation series to determine whether it has 
any seasonal variations. It should be noted here that when we 
refer to the term seasonal variations it is under the definition and 
assumptions made previously. 

The algorithm that we propose in this section, would firstly 
determine whether a given reputation series contains seasonal 
variation or seasonal cycl e and if that is the case, it then predicts 
the future reputation value of the reputation series while 
accounting for the seasonal variations. However, if there are no 
seasonal variations in the reputation series and the gradient of the 
line fitted over the reputation series is not equal to zero, the 
reputation series may either contain trend or it may be a noisy 
reputation series. In that case, in our proposed methodology, the 
reputation querying agent subsequently carries out a test to 
determine whether the reputation series exhibits trend. The test is 
proposed and outlined in the next section. 

The proposed algorithm for determining whether a given 
reputation series can be classified as a seasonal reputation series 
works as follows: 

l. 	 It tries to find out whether there is any seasonal variation (or 
seasonal cycle) in the reputation series. 

2. 	 If seasonal variation has been found to exist in the reputation 
series, it then tries to determine where or in which part of the 
seasonal variation, the current reputation value at time slot 
'N' fits. 

3. 	 Once the reputation value at time slot' N' has been fitted in 
the seasonal variation, the future reputation value at time slot 
'N+I' is determined by following the (previous) seasonal 
variation. 



The working of our proposed algorithm for determining seasonal 
variation in the reputation series (if any) and predicting the future 
reputation value while accounting for the seasonal variation is as 
follows: 

I. 	 It takes the last reputation value in the reputation series (the 
reputation value at time slot 'N'). Let us call this value the 
'test series', for further discussion purposes. 

2. 	 Should the test series (reputation value at time slot N, 
during the first stage of the algorithm) be a seasonal 
variation by itself, then all the reputation levels to which the 
reputation queried entity has transited to from the test series 
would be exactly the same. I f this is the case, then the future 
predicted reputation value is the reputation level to which 
the reputation queried entity has always transited whenever 
it was at the reputation level specified by the test series. 

3. 	 If step 2 above is not satisfied, then determine if reputation 
values at time slots N-I and N of the reputation series form 
a seasonal variation. In this case the reputation values at 
time slots N-l and N form the test series. Let us assume for 
discussion purpose that the concatenated reputation values 
at time slots N-I and N is denoted as R-IUR. Should R-IUR 
(the test series) form a seasonal variation then, the 
reputation value to which the reputation queried entity has 
transited in the past from R-lil R would always be the same. 
If this is the case, then the future reputation value at time 
slot 'N+ I' is specified by the reputation level to which the 
reputation queried entity has transited whenever it was in a 
state of R-11iR. 

4. 	 If step 3 is not satisfied, then iteratively repeat the process 
as described above each time with the test series in each 
iteration being the concatenation of the test series in the 
previous iteration and the reputation value corresponding to 
the immediately previous time slot to the one already 
existing in the test series. It should be noted that this 
reputation value should be appended as the most significant 
bit in the test series. Carry the process iteratively till either a 
seasonal variation is found or the above check for 
seasonality variations has been carried out over all the 
reputation values from time slots from 1... N. In the former 
case, there is a seasonal variation in the reputation series 
and we make use of the seasonal variation which has 
occurred in the past, determine at which point the 
reputation value at the current time slot falls, and 
extrapolate along the seasonal cycle or seasonal variation. 
In the latter case, there is no seasonal variation in the 
reputation series and the reputation querying agent needs to 
determine whether the reputation series can be c1assi fied as 
a trend reputation series. 

In our proposed FC reputation-based trust decision making 
methodology, if the reputation series exhibits seasonality 
variations, then the reputation querying agent decides to go ahead 
and interact with the reputation queried entity only if the 
reputation queried entities predicted future reputation level, 
accounting for the seasonality variations is 2: 5. Once the future 
reputation value of the reputation queried entity has been 
determined and the reputation querying agent has chosen an entity 
for interaction, the reputation querying agent then takes up the 
role of the trusting agent and the chosen reputation queried entity 
takes up the role of the trusted entity. 

6. PREDICTING FUTURE REPUTATION 
V ALUE IF THE REPUTATION SERIES 
HAS TREND IN IT 
In our proposed methodology, if the gradient or slope of the linear 
line fitted over the reputation series is not equal to zero and the 
reputation series cannot be classified as a seasonal reputation 
series, the next step is to determine if it can be classified as a trend 
reputation series. In case the reputation series carmot be classi fied 
as a trend reputation series, then the given reputation series is a 
random reputation series or noisy reputation series. 

In our proposed method, in order to determine whether a given 
reputation series has trend in it, the reputation querying agent 
computes the 'goodness of fit' value of the linear line fitted over 
the reputation series. Ifthe non-stationary reputation series cannot 
be classified as a seasonal reputation series and if the 'goodness of 
fit' value for the linear line over the reputation series is I, then the 
reputation series exhibits trend. lbe trend in the reputation series 
could indicate an upward increase in the reputation values, 
denoting that the QoS provided by the service provider or the 
QoP of the product has been increasing as a function of time slots. 
Alternatively, the trend could indicate a downward decline in the 
reputation values, denoting that the QoS provided by the service 
provider or the QoP of the product has been decreasing as a 
function of time slots. The linear fitted line over the reputation 
series would manifest the upward or dovmward trend in the 
reputation series. Our objective it to extrapolate the trend 
(whether it is upward or downward) and predict the future 
reputation value while accounting for the trend. 

Mathematically, the linear fitted reputation series is represented as 
follows: 

r f(n) 
.... Equation 10 

Where, 

or' is the reputation value, 

'n' is used to denote a time slot, 

f1:n) is the linear function that has been fitted over the reputation 

series as a function oftime slots. 


The simplest way to predict the future reputation value of the 

reputation queried entity while accounting for the trend is to 

determine the value of the function f(n) at time slot 'N+I'. 

Mathematically this is represented as follows: 


R=f1:N+I) 
Equation II 

Where R is the reputation value of the reputation queried entity at 
time slot 'N+ I'. 

It should be noted that if: 
l. 	 the computed value for R using the above equation is <I, 

then R takes a value of I; 
2. 	 the computed value for R using the above equation is >6, 

then R takes a value of6; 
3. 	 the computed value for R using the above equation is rounded 

off to the nearest integer value in the domain of[I-6]. 

In our proposed FC reputation-based trust decision making 
methodology, if the reputation series exhibits trend, then the 
reputation querying agent decides to go ahead and interact with 
the reputation queried entity only if the reputation queried entities 



computed future reputation level, accounting for the trend (the 
value of R from Equation I I) is ?': 5. Once the future reputation 
value ofthe reputation queried entity has been determined and the 
reputation querying agent has chosen an entity for interaction, the 
reputation querying agent then takes up the role of the trusting 
agent and the chosen reputation queried entity takes up the role of 
the trusted entity. 

7. PREDICTING FUTURE REPUTATION 
VALUE IN CASE OF RANDOM 
REPUTATION SERIES 
If a non-stationary reputation series cannot be classified as being 
either seasonal reputation series or trend reputation series, it is a 
series of random reputation values. We regard such a series as a 
noisy reputation series or random reputation series. Our proposed 
methodology in the case of a noisy reputation series or random 
reputation series determines the noise present in the reputation 
series and predicts the future reputation value accounting for the 
noise. The steps involved in our proposed methodology for 
predicting a future reputation value while accounting for the noise 
in a noisy reputation series is as follows: 

I. 	 Determine the mean of the random reputation series and 
subtract the mean from each reputation value in the 
reputation series. Let us assume that the reputation value in 
the reputation series at time slot 'I' is denoted as R(t). 
Furthermore, let us assume that the value at time slot't' in the 
reputation series after subtracting the mean (M) from it is 
denoted as Set). Set) is determined as shown below in 
Equation 12: 

Set) = R(t)·M for all t 

..... Equation 12 

The value Set), can give us a measure of the noise represent 
in the reputation value at time slot 'I'. 

2. 	 Extrapolate the linear line fitted over the reputation series to 
the next time slot. Let us assume that the extrapolated 
reputation value be denoted as R'. 

3. 	 Augment or adjust the value R' by an amount equal to SeN), 
(i.e. noise in the reputation series at time slot N). 

Mathematically, the predicted reputation value at time slot 'N+ I', 
if the reputation series is random is determined using Equation 
13: 

R (N+I) =R' Ll SeN) 
. Equation I3 

Where, 


Ll is the reputation scaling operator. The algebra for this operator 

would be discussed is not described in this paper due to space 

constraints. 


The logic behind the above steps in predicting the future 
reputation value ofa noisy reputation series is as follows: 
L 	 The linear fitted line over the reputation series would 

correspond to the mean of the reputation series. 
2. 	 Extrapolate the linear line over the reputation series 

(denoting its mean) over to the next time slot. 

3. 	 Augment the extrapolated reputation value (from step 2, above) 
by an amount equal to noise present in the last reputation value 
of the reputation series 

The reputation querying agent may wish to take into account the 
average value of the noise present in the previous 'n' time slots in 
the reputation series, leading to Equation 14, below. 

R(N+l)= R' Ll ( (S(N) + S(N-l)+ ...... S(N·n» In) 

Equation 14 

It is possible to weight the individual Set) values differently as 
well, by introducing weights in the above equation. In this thesis, 
we make use of Equation 13 to determine the future reputation 
value at time slot 'N+I' if the reputation series is noisy. 

In our proposed Fe reputation-based trust decision making 
methodology, if the reputation series is random, then the 
reputation querying agent decides to go ahead and interact with 
the reputation queried entity only if the reputation queried entities 
computed future reputation value, computed according to 
Equation 13 is?': 5. Once the reputation querying agent has chosen 
an entity for interaction, the reputation querying agent then takes 
up the role ofthe trusting agent and the chosen reputation queried 
entity takes up the role of the trusted entity. 

8. 	 SIMULATION SETUP 
In this section, we present the various phases involved in the TSN 
Single Agent System. along with the results obtained from the 
TSN Single Agent System. The various phases in the TSN Single 
Agent System are described in the following section. 

8.1 Initialization Phase in TSN Single Agent 
System 
In the initialization phase, the user inputs a reputation series, with 
which it intends to predict the future reputation value. The 
reputation series can be thought of as the exogenous parameters 
for the TSN single agent system. 

Initialization Phase 

Processing Phase 

Results Phase 

Figure 2. Flow Chart of the TSN Single Agent System 

8.2 Processing Phase in TSN Single Agent 
System 
The TSN Single Agent System makes use of the approach 
explained and outlined previously, to determine whether the 
reputation series exhibits seasonality. If the reputation series 
exhibits seasonality, it determines the future reputation value of 
the reputation series while accounting for the seasonality present 
in the reputation series. Secondly, if the reputation series does not 



exhibit seasonality, then the TSN single agent system makes use 
of the approach explained and outlined previously to determine 
whether the reputation series exhibits trend. If this is the case, 
then the future reputation value is predicted wh ile accounting for 
the trend present in the reputation series. Finally, if the reputation 
series does not exhibit both trend and seasonality, then the 
reputation series exhibits noise. In this case, the TSN single agent 
system makes use of the approach explained and previously to 
determine and quantity the amount of noise present in the 
reputation series and predict a future reputation value while 
accounting for the noise. 

8.3 Results Phase in TSN Single Agent System 
The aim of this phase in the TSN single agent simulation is to 
present graphically the predicted future reputation values of the 
reputation series by making use of the FC reputation-based trust 
modeling methodology. We then discuss whether the predicted 
future reputation by the TSN single agent simulation takes into 
account the trend, seasonality or noise present in the reputation 
series. 

9. RESULTS 
We first input a reputation series that contains seasonality, as 
shown in Figure 3 below. The reputation series that we have input 
is I 2 3 4 5 6 I 2 3 4 5 6. As we can see, this reputation series is 
seasonal and the seasonal cycle present in the reputation series is 
I 2 3 4 5 6. Given the seasonal cycle in the reputation series, the 
next reputation value of the reputation series, taking into account 
the seasonality cycle present in the reputation series, should be I. 
In order for the TSN single agent system to predict the next 
reputation value of the reputation series we press the "Go" button 
as shown below in Figure 3. 

Please entDr the reputation series: 

Reputtdion 

Figure 3. Inputting seasonal reputation series 1 2 J 4 5 6 1 2 J 
45 6 into the TSN Single Agent System 

Figure 4 shown the future predicted reputation value when the 
input reputation series is I 2 3 4 5 6 I 2 3 4 5 6. As can be seen 
from the figure below, the TSN single agent system takes the 
seasonal cycle present in the reputation series into account and 
predicts the future reputation value as I. 

2 3 4 :5 a 7 8 ~ 10 11 12' 13 

Time Slots 

Reputation Seli~s 

I,. Predicted Replltatlons value I:>y 
; Fe Reputation Based Trust Modelling Approach 

This series has Seasonal Components 

Figure 4. Predicted reputation value by the TSN single agent 
system when input is 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 

In order to further validate the accuracy of the predicted reputation 
value by the FC reputation-based trust modeling methodology when 
the reputation series has seasonality in it, we enter the reputation 
series as 5 5 5 55 5 65 5 5 55 5 (as shown in Figure 5). 

, TSN Singl" Agent System t:;J~MJ 
l' Reputation SeTl.... Results 

Please enter tho reputation series: 

Reputation 

Go 

Figure 5. Inputting Seasonal Reputation Series 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 
5 5 5 5 5 into the TSN Single Agent System 

As can be clearly seen, the reputation series is seasonal with the 
seasonal cycle being '5 5 5 5 5 5 6'. Taking into account the 
seasonal cycle present in the reputation series, and since the 
current reputation value is 5 and all the previous five reputation 
values relative to the current reputation value are 5, the next 
reputation value of the reputation series should be 6, Figure 6 
shows the predicted reputation value by the TSN Single Agent 
System when the input reputation series is 5 5 5 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 5 5 
5. As we can see the predicted reputation value by the TSN Single 
Agent System is 6, which is predicted taking into account the 
seasonality present in the reputation series. 



l Results 

This series has Seasonal Components 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Q 10 11 12 13 14 

Time Slots 

;'lII 

.. Predicted Reputations value by 
Fe Reputation Based Trust Modelling Approach 

Figure 6. Predicted Reputation Value by the TSN Single Agent 
System wben input is 5 555556555555 

It should be noted for the given reputation series, that from a 
reputation level of 5 the reputation series has transited to a 
reputation level of5, 10 times out of 12, with only once transiting 
to reputation level of 6 from a reputation level of 5. However, the 
FC reputation-based trust modeling methodology is robust in 
detecting seasonal cycles present in the reputation series (if any) 
and predicting the future reputation val ue by extrapolating the 
seasonal cycle while overriding the Markov transitions where they 
are not applicable. 

In order to validate the accuracy of the predicted reputation value 
by the FC reputation-based trust modeling methodology when the 
reputation series has trend in it, we enter the reputation series as 6 
5 4 (as shown in Figure 7). As can be clearly seen, the reputation 
series has a dO\\''11ward trend. For this particular reputation series, 
with a downward trend, it is more appropriate to extrapolate the 
downward trend rather than to make use of the reputation value in 
the current time slot. A downward extrapolation of the downward 
trend present in the reputation series to the next time slot would 
yield a reputation value of 3. Figure 8, shows the predicted 
reputation value when the input reputation series is 6 5 4. by the 
TSN Single Agent System. As we can see the predicted reputation 
value by the TSN Single Agent System is 3, which is predicted 
taking into account the trend or rather the downward trend present 
in the reputation series. 

I Reputation Series 

Please enter the reputation sertes: 

65.11 

Go 

Figure 7. Inputting Trend Reputation Series 6 5 4 into tbe 

TSN Single Agent System 


Predicted Reputations vallie by 
Fe Reputation Based Trust Modelling Approach 

This series has Trend Components 
6 

3 

Time Slots 

Series 

Figure 8. Predicted Reputation Value by tbe TSN Single Agent 
System wben input is 6 5 4 

10. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we presented an overview of the FC direct trust 
value-based decision making methodology and FC reputation 
based trust decision making methodologies. 'They can be used for 
context-based trust decision making both at a current time slot and 
at a future time slot. The mathematical working of these 
methodologies was presented and explained in detail in this paper. 

Furthermore, the simulation set up that we have used for 
validation purposes was introduced and presented. Finally, the 
results obtained were presented and discussed. 
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